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Introduction

Leprosy, the chronic disease caused by infection with *Mycobacterium leprae*, is still a global health problem despite elimination efforts. Compounding the physical devastation from skin lesions, nerve damage, loss of muscle control, and blindness, leprosy often leads to significant social stigma and rejection by family and community. The psychological and social effects amplify the difficulties in dealing with the physical illness. Although global case numbers have been significantly reduced, up to 5 million people still suffer from leprosy and its related deformities (see Chapter 1.1 [8]). New case detection rates for leprosy stabilized between 2005 and 2015, but many cases are believed to go undetected and the actual number is accepted by health officials and leaders in the field to be much higher than reported. Active case finding activities that are enacted as part of various trials, as well an increased awareness of leprosy within study populations, mean that both experimental and observational intervention studies generally find leprosy incidence rates above historically reported levels [1], [2], [3]. In observational studies, conclusions are made simply by contrasting the current situation against an historical comparator; whereas, in experimental studies, comparisons are made between groups at the same time, one of which has been manipulated to see if changes are induced. While observational studies yield results more quickly and do not deprive subjects of what could be protective measures, the reported discrepancies in protection between experimental and observational studies suggest that, due to year-to-year variances in leprosy incidence rates, experimental studies are better suited to distinguish protective vaccines [4]. This not only reveals deficiencies or limitations in leprosy control programs because of the dependency upon the emergence of clinical symptoms, but also serves to highlight opportunities for vaccines to positively impact leprosy. A comprehensive program must include not only aggressive treatment of cases but also early detection of infection and proactive measures to interrupt transmission. In addition to accurate reporting and control measures, effective preventions will be needed to achieve elimination. An effective vaccine, used alone or in combination with a drug, could play a critical role in the overall elimination strategy by preventing disease progression in individuals in the early stages of infection. In this chapter we will

1. Summarize current and previous clinical stage vaccine candidates
2. Discuss current research and development strategies for a new generation of vaccines
3. Propose how vaccines may be implemented for leprosy elimination

Historical Approaches to Leprosy Vaccine Development

At the extreme multibacillary (MB) pole, lepromatous leprosy (LL) patients demonstrate high titers of anti-*M. leprae* antibodies but an absence of specific cell-mediated immunity [5]. In the absence of a strong cellular immune response, LL patients do not control bacterial replication and have high bacterial indices (BI). In marked contrast, paucibacillary (PB) leprosy patients, encompassing the borderline tuberculoid (BT) and true tuberculoid (TT) forms,
are characterized as having one or few skin lesions and granulomatous dermatopathology with a low or absent BI. PB patients demonstrate a specific cell-mediated immunity against *M. leprae* and have an absent, or low, BI. Control of bacterial growth by PB patients indicates that these individuals mount a strong immune response against *M. leprae*. Although not necessarily curative, the potent antigen-specific T-cell responses of PB patients can inform a reverse vaccinology approach to identify key targets of an immune response that limits and restricts *M. leprae*. Further support for this strategy is derived from the observation that many healthy contacts of leprosy patients exhibit antigen-specific inflammatory responses. Indeed, *M. leprae* infection does not always cause disease; it is estimated that up to 90% of infections may resolve naturally without causing disease symptoms [6],[7]. However, as is the case with tuberculosis, the percentage of infected individuals who do not limit their infection still comprise a large number, hence the need for a vaccine. The vaccine candidates developed or attempted thus far have consisted almost exclusively of whole mycobacteria (Table 1). Due to the inability to produce *M. leprae* in culture, several of the vaccine candidates have consisted of heterologous mycobacterial species.

### TABLE 1 Clinical trials of vaccines for leprosy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>% Protection</th>
<th>Overall Study Size</th>
<th>Monitoring (years)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>171,400</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG + killed <em>M. leprae</em></td>
<td>India</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. w ICRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>121,020</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG + killed <em>M. leprae</em></td>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. w (killed)</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29,420</td>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>29,113</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG + killed <em>M. leprae</em></td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. vaccae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG + M. vaccae</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>whole bacterium</td>
<td>26-41</td>
<td>multiple studies</td>
<td></td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(meta-analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(observational)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Setia and colleagues selected all experimental and observational studies in their meta-analysis following restriction to studies that measured the protective effect of BCG alone, with the efficacy of BCG determined as prevention of clinical leprosy (defined according to clinical and/or microscopic criteria). Studies that measured the protective effect of BCG combined with other treatments were excluded.

B. Merle and colleagues selected only controlled trials with a clearly defined placebo (or nonintervention) group. Case-control studies had to define the criteria for selecting cases and controls, as well as the method for determining their BCG vaccination status, to be selected for their analysis.

\textit{M. bovis} Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG)

Although the BCG vaccine was introduced as a tuberculosis (TB) vaccine in 1921, BCG immunization has been recognized to contribute to protection against leprosy \cite{8}. As with TB, the protection afforded against leprosy by BCG vaccination is highest in younger individuals and wanes over time \cite{9,10,11}. Systematic meta-analyses indicate that BCG has a protective efficacy of around 50\%, and that protection appears to be better against the MB than PB forms \cite{4,12}, although the degree of protection against leprosy has varied dramatically. The reason for the wide-ranging protection percentages reported across studies is unclear, but BCG vaccines have never been standardized and thus the use of different vaccine strains may be a contributing factor \cite{13}. Computer modeling, based on the 2003 leprosy situation in hyper-endemic districts of Bangladesh, suggests that the incidence of leprosy would be substantially reduced by good BCG vaccine coverage of infants and the combined strategies of contact tracing, early diagnosis, and treatment of infection and/or chemoprophylaxis among healthy household contacts (HHC) \cite{14}. Some countries have implemented re-immunization of leprosy patients with BCG as common practice and some studies indicate that multiple BCG vaccinations can enhance protection \cite{15,16}, although such a strategy has not been effective against TB \cite{17,18,19}, and WHO guidelines do not support BCG revaccination. Furthermore, it has been reported that BCG inoculation may accelerate the onset of PB leprosy \cite{20,21}. So, while this approach is debated \cite{4,22,23,24}, BCG remains the only vaccine widely administered for the prevention of leprosy.

Killed \textit{Mycobacterium leprae}

The vaccine potential of killed \textit{M. leprae} obtained from the lesions of armadillos also has been assessed. Between 1983 and 1991, the efficacy of BCG with and without killed \textit{M. leprae} was evaluated in Venezuela \cite{15}, although a five-year follow-up indicated that comparable numbers of leprosy cases emerged among individuals vaccinated with BCG alone and those vaccinated with BCG plus irradiated, autoclaved \textit{M. leprae}. Similar findings were reported in Karonga, in northern Malawi \cite{16}. By six to nine years after vaccination, the incidence rate of all new leprosy cases, across all ages, was significantly lower among the BCG recipients than among those who received a placebo, without enhancement by the addition of \textit{M. leprae}. Conflicting data were generated in a trial in south India \cite{25}, where it was reported that BCG/\textit{M. leprae} provided 64\% protection whereas BCG alone provided 34\% protection. The reason for this discrepancy versus the earlier observations in Venezuela and Malawi is unclear, but whatever the reason, it is clear that developing an effective and sustainable vaccine that depends on preparations from armadillo lesions is a dead-end approach.

\textit{Mycobacterium w} (now known as \textit{Mycobacterium indicus pranii}; MIP)

Several cultivatable mycobacteria have been evaluated as alternate leprosy vaccines. In the aforementioned south India trial, an additional group of recruits was immunized with the \textit{Mycobacterium w}, reported to provide protection in
Follow-up evaluations indicated that *M. w* provided only 25.7% protection, lower than all other groups evaluated. Despite this, a large-scale, double-blind immunoprophylactic trial of a *M. w* vaccine was conducted in index cases and their household contacts in Uttar Pradesh, India, between 1992 and 2001. The vaccine consisted of $1 \times 10^9$ heat-killed *M. w* bacilli for the first dose and a second, half-dose given six months later. When index cases alone were vaccinated, protective efficacies of 43%, 31%, and 3% were reported after three, six, and nine years, respectively. When contacts alone were vaccinated, protective efficacies of 69%, 59%, and 39% were observed. When combined patients and contacts were vaccinated, the protective efficacy was 68%, 60%, and 28%. As with other studies, the vaccine efficacy was highest in children. Thus, the protective effect of the *M. w* vaccine was sustained in Uttar Pradesh for a period of about seven to eight years. Despite the reporting of these results in 2005, and commercial availability as ?Immuvac? vaccine, *M. w* does not appear to have been evaluated in other leprosy-endemic regions and has not emerged as a common control or prevention strategy for leprosy.

**Indian Cancer Research Center (ICRC) bacilli**

ICRC bacilli, which are cultivable mycobacteria of questionable origin, probably belonging to the *M. avium* intracellulare complex, were also used in the south India trial as a live vaccine, following reported use of this vaccine candidate to protect mice. ICRC immunization induced persistent lepromin conversion in LL patients, as well as induced lepromin conversion in previously negative healthy subjects. Of all the immunization groups included in the south India trial, ICRC provided the best protection, at 65.5%. Thus, the south India trial indicated that the ICRC vaccine might be useful for the control of leprosy. However, again, the widespread use of ICRC for the prevention of leprosy has not been reported.

**Mycobacterium vaccae**

*Mycobacterium vaccae* is a nonpathogenic species of the mycobacteria that lives naturally in soil. A trial conducted in Vietnam involving vaccination with killed *M. vaccae* alone (10^8 bacteria), BCG alone, or BCG plus 10^7 killed *M. vaccae* enrolled children living in close contact with leprosy. Although a cumulative 53% protection was observed in the first four years and 81% in the second four years for the vaccine groups combined, there were no significant differences in protection afforded by each of the three vaccines, although it was suggested that immunization with killed *M. vaccae* alone provided protection. The addition of a preparation of killed *M. vaccae* to BCG did not enhance the protection afforded over that observed by either vaccine alone.

**Mycobacterium habana**

Based on the protection observed in mice and the induction of lepromin reactions in monkeys, *M. habana* also has been proposed as a leprosy vaccine candidate. Lepromin reactivity was reportedly augmented in individuals immunized with a live *M. habana* vaccination in India. Although this result suggested that *M. habana* immunization stimulated specific cell-mediated immunity against *M. leprae* and thus indicated vaccine potential, there have been no subsequent reports regarding the protective efficacy of *M. habana* vaccination.

Taken together, several vaccine strategies centered on the use of whole mycobacteria have been attempted; however, to date, none besides BCG have been advanced into common use (Figure 1). Although BCG vaccination has proven to be only partially effective, this important vaccine must be maintained and available for applications in both TB and leprosy, at least for the foreseeable future. As the number of BCG manufacturers continues to diminish, however, supply is becoming a serious issue.
Development of New, Defined Vaccines

The ideal vaccine against leprosy would appear to need to induce strong, long-lasting T-cell responses directed against *M. leprae* antigens, thereby limiting infection, preventing disease, and, furthermore, reducing bacterial transmission to others. Not until recently has it been practical to contemplate the development and delivery of a new generation of vaccines for leprosy. Key technological and conceptual advances that put this possibility within reach stem from enabling antigen discovery through molecular cloning techniques, most notably aided by the completion and publication of the *M. leprae* genome [34]. Gene synthesis and antigen production, previously an insurmountable problem when dealing with an organism that had never been cultured in the laboratory, are now achievable at scales appropriate for vaccine development. Of even more critical importance is the recent availability of adjuvants to enable a new generation of T-cell vaccines. Evidence supporting the development of a defined leprosy vaccine came in part from studies showing that immunization with crude antigens preparations derived from the *M. leprae* genome...
cell wall, cell membrane, and cytosol can provide protection [35][36], building on data using whole *M. leprae* for prophylactic immunization. Although developing usable vaccine from whole cells or fractions thereof is not practical, these earlier studies demonstrated the potential, at least in experimental models, of developing a vaccine against leprosy.

### Antigens

An initial step in vaccine development is one of understanding the antigen targets. The 35kD, Ag85B, and hsp65 antigens have all been shown to confer protection against experimental infection when expressed in a DNA vaccine [37][38][39]. Purified and/or recombinant 10kD, 25kD, and 65kD proteins have also provided protection when administered with incomplete Freund's adjuvant [40]. Immunization of mice with the Ag85 proteins purified from a BCG culture filtrate with incomplete Freund's adjuvant provided protection, inhibiting *M. leprae* growth [41].

### Recombinant antigens expressed in BCG

In an attempt to make BCG more immunogenic and to extend its protective lifespan, several investigators have genetically refined the bacteria. This refinement has been a major area of interest in the TB field, with several recombinant BCG (rBCG) being produced and advancing toward clinical trial. Only some rBCG have been produced that consider leprosy and the protection that they can afford against leprosy and, therefore, the impact that they could have on leprosy control programs is generally unclear. Ohara and colleagues produced recombinant BCG strains that over-express Ag85 complex components. Immunization of mice with rBCG that over-produce either the A or A/B components reduced the multiplication of *M. leprae* more than the vaccination with parental BCG [42][43]. The provision of multiple doses of rBCG/85A to mice enhanced protection over that observed with a single dose [42]. More recently, an rBCG that secretes *M. leprae* major membrane protein (MMP)-II (also known as bacterioferritin; ML2038) has been created. This protein was identified as an immunodominant antigen using T-cells from PB leprosy patients [44]. Compared with parental BCG, the rBCG strain (BCG-SM) induces more potent Th1 immune responses [45][46] and, accordingly, this group recently reported that rBCG-SM inhibits the multiplication of *M. leprae* in the footpads of challenged mice more efficiently than control BCG [47]. An rBCG overexpressing the *M. tuberculosis* 30kD antigen, 85B (rBCG30), was previously demonstrated to induce superior protection against both *M. tuberculosis* and *M. bovis* challenges in animal models than BCG. Given that MtB Ag85B is 85% homologous with the *M. leprae* homolog (r30ML), this vaccine was recently assessed for efficacy against *M. leprae* challenge in mice [48]. While both BCG and rBCG30 vaccination significantly reduced *M. leprae* burdens relative to unvaccinated mice, significantly greater protection was induced by rBCG30 against the experimental challenge than by BCG. Thus, in mice, rBCG30, a vaccine that induces improved protection against *M. tuberculosis*, induces cross-protection against *M. leprae*. It remains to be determined if this holds true in humans.

A potentially prohibitive influence over the use of any live rBCG vaccination is the apparent inability to boost the antigen-specific responses of individuals who have successfully been primed with current BCG strains. rBCG might therefore be best deployed in previously non-BCG immunized populations to prime the immune response, allowing heterologous boosting of the response at a later date if necessary. As an example of this issue, in mice, boosting of rBCG30 responses by vaccinating with the Ag85B protein significantly enhanced r30ML-specific immune responses and augmented protection against *M. leprae* infection [48].

### Purified recombinant antigens

Over the past decade, we have undertaken an ambitious program to produce and test protein antigens of *M. leprae*. Dozens of genes were synthesized and expressed recombinantly, the resulting proteins being tested initially for
recognition by T-cells from leprosy patients and contacts. Proteins that elicited Th1 responses, predominantly characterized by IFN-γ secretion, from PB leprosy patients and HHC of MB patients were considered as vaccine candidates, perhaps being indicative of antigens that naturally limit infection in humans. We considered the broad recognition of candidate proteins by cells of exposed and/or infected individuals from diverse geographical regions to be a critical first step in vaccine antigen selection. Multiple antigens that elicit IFN-γ secretion from leprosy patient T-cells have been identified over the last decade and thus are suggested to have potential within a vaccine [49],[50]. Following antigen selection using patient and contact cells, synthetic genes coding for multiple antigens were produced and proteins expressed. Analogous to the use of whole bacteria, the current state-of-the-art in vaccinology is to simultaneously provide multiple antigen candidates to expand the likelihood that an immunized individual will recognize and respond to at least some of the included epitopes. With the intent to cover as many human leukocyte antigen (HLA) types as possible and to induce a broad range of T-cell responses, genetic information single antigens can be molecularly combined into chimeric fusion proteins. Fusion proteins also can be designed to optimize expression to high levels, even for components that are difficult to produce as single, non-fused proteins. Such multimeric proteins have additional economic and practical appeal through their ability to be expressed and purified as a single product, and we have advanced multi-antigenic chimeric fusion proteins into clinical trials for other disease indications [51],[52],[53],[54],[55]. However, antigens are not vaccines. To become vaccines, pure, recombinant proteins must be formulated with adjuvants. Thus, before evaluating antigen candidates in animal models, it was of critical importance to define safe and effective vaccine adjuvants that could be practically developed for a leprosy vaccine.

Adjuvants

Turning antigens into effective immunogens requires an understanding of the nature of the desired immune response(s) and the selection of delivery platforms capable of inducing such a response. A major breakthrough in the development of vaccine candidates against intracellular pathogens such as *M. leprae* occurred with the identification of adjuvants capable of inducing Th1 responses. Safe and effective adjuvants for prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine use have been developed from the identification and optimizing formulations of small molecules. Effectively engaging macrophages and dendritic cells leading to T-cell responses is essential for developing a new generation of T-cell vaccines. The most advanced approaches to new adjuvant development consist of using formulated TLR ligands (TLRL). Of the TLRL, those engaging TLR4 are the most advanced. The first generation TLR4L was MPL®, which has been incorporated into vaccines by GlaxoSmithKline, most notably Cervarix®. To improve upon this technology and, importantly, to ensure access of adjuvants for neglected disease vaccines, we developed next generation molecules that could build on the extensive safety and efficacy data obtained using MPL. Using the crystal structure of the MD2 molecule of human TLR4, we have designed and optimized a new generation of ligands. Two of these molecules have advanced to clinical studies, with the one used most extensively being GLA [56],[57],[58],[59].

Formulation
Implementing an Effective Vaccine Strategy

Post exposure prophylaxis

To date, most leprosy vaccine trials have been conducted in leprosy hyper-endemic regions and required the recruitment of large numbers of the general public (more than 150,000 in the south India trial). Targeting at-risk individuals with an effective immuno-chemo prophylactic regimen will be an effective approach for preventing disease progression and transmission. Epidemiological data demonstrate that although leprosy cases tend to be clustered in particular regions, they are unevenly distributed throughout communities (see Chapter 1.1 [8]). Implementing vaccination in a number of high-endemic regions, and conducting focused surveillance programs within groups of people who assemble in numbers that would permit mass examination, would appear efficient and hopefully aid in developing sustainable programs. From a pragmatic viewpoint, the identification of leprosy cases in any of the assessed individuals would trigger the examination of contacts living in their household. Such early detection and treatment on a community-by-community basis would represent a significant and practical breakthrough in identifying infection, further reducing the number of leprosy cases and interrupting the transmission of new infections. It is conceivable that vaccination programs could be implemented on the basis of known risk factors to preferentially target at-risk individuals. It is well documented that contacts of MB patients have the highest risk of developing leprosy themselves [8],[60],[61], and many trials have indeed centered on contacts of recognized patients as a rudimentary positive selection step to scale down recruitment needs. The selection of close contacts of patients appears to be the most tenable strategy for efficiently conducting clinical trials.

The approach of targeting people who already are likely infected with M. leprae is advocated for, and has been used in the form of, chemoprophylaxis. Various chemoprophylaxis trials have demonstrated that preemptive treatment can interrupt leprosy transmission and reduce disease prevalence. Although a significant benefit to treating non-diseased individuals has been demonstrated by chemoprophylaxis trials, differing magnitudes and lengths of protection have been reported [62],[63],[64],[65],[66],[67],[68],[69],[70]. The limited success of this approach in contacts of MB patients or contacts with high anti-PGL-I levels is that by the time the chemoprophylaxis is given, their bacillary load may be too high to be eliminated by a single dose (or, as in Indonesia, two doses) of rifampin. This outcome reveals a critical limitation of chemoprophylaxis. In addition, drugs can only provide protection in individuals already harboring M. leprae; those infected after the chemoprophylaxis is given have no protection. In many regions where chemoprophylaxis has been provided, new case detection rates return to pre-trial levels over a relatively short period and leprosy persists. By providing a long-lasting immune response, vaccines hold the potential not only to extend the period of protection but also to expand it to uninfected individuals. Vigilance is needed within a post-exposure immunoprophylaxis setting, however, as evidenced by the precipitation of PB leprosy in a small subset of BCG recipients [20],[21].

Selecting candidates for a post-exposure prophylaxis
vaccine

Live attenuated or killed mycobacteria vaccines have been generally well tolerated [33],[71],[72],[73],[74],[75]; however, the development of new vaccines should emphasize the safety of both infected and uninfected individuals. Neurological injury is the most salient feature of leprosy pathology. To date, however, the effect of vaccination on *M. leprae*-associated neuropathy has not been investigated in a controlled system.

As the only animal, other than man, to present with nerve damage following an *M. leprae* infection, the nine-banded armadillo (*Dasypus novemcinctus*) presents a unique opportunity to examine neuropathy in a controlled and dynamic fashion. The manifestation of leprosy in armadillos (see Chapter 10.2 [9]) is strikingly similar to that in humans. Nerve involvement during *M. leprae* infection of armadillos can be monitored through techniques that have been adapted to permit the assessment of conduction in both hind limbs along the post tibial branch of the sciatic nerve (lying beneath the skin surface between the ankle and knee and innervating the small lumbrical and flexor muscles of each foot). These nerve conduction studies are noninvasive and are ideal for studying the onset and progress of peripheral neuropathy over time in the same animal. Demyelination of axons results in decreased nerve conduction velocity, and loss of axons causes decreased Compound Motor Action Potential (CMAP) [76]. Similar to observations in humans, depressed CMAP amplitude (<0.9mV) is the most common presentation and experimentally inoculated armadillos develop conduction abnormalities, or even total conduction block, by the late stages of *M. leprae* infection. Most significantly, nearly all of the animals that develop conduction abnormalities also develop extensive nerve involvement during experimental *M. leprae* infection and can exhibit many of the classic clinical signs, including foot ulcers, skin lesions, and even blindness [77],[78],[79]. Marked inflammation can be observed on histopathological inspection of infected armadillo nerves and a functional deficit can be demonstrated in leprotic nerves using electrophysiology [80],[81]. Importantly, among the unique attributes of experimental infection in armadillos are a known infection status and, relative to humans, a compressed time until disease emergence. With an emphasis on neurological involvement, studies with armadillos will provide critical information for the development of safe post-exposure prophylaxis for leprosy.

Interpreting Protective Vaccination

It is relatively simple to demonstrate that vaccinated individuals have been primed and boosted in terms of antigen-specific immune responses. As previously mentioned, several studies inoculating high BI MB leprosy patients with whole mycobacteria ?upgrade? indicate that cellular responses can be induced even in patients that are often considered to have ?anergic? anti-*M. leprae* T-cells. Interpreting the protective efficacy of a vaccine against the *M. leprae* infection and emerging leprosy cases, however, remains a significant hurdle. The slow development of the disease and the relatively low incidence rates, even in hyper-endemic regions, has meant that studies have relied on long-term follow-up and the comparison of new case detection rates between unvaccinated and vaccinated groups. These conditions pose logistical problems.

The response of a patient to any kind of treatment is informative, and the analysis of the response is likely to identify suitable measurements and/or tools with which to expand and expedite trials. Changes in the viable bacterial burden (see Chapter 5.3 [10]) are most likely the best indicator of treatment outcome, and skin-slit smears and biopsies have been used to determine the effects on bacterial burden and histological responses in vaccinated patients. These techniques are fairly invasive for the patient, however, and can decrease their willingness to participate. Both methods are heavily reliant on evaluation by an experienced microscopist, and even then skin-slit smears are not particularly sensitive [82],[83],[84],[85]. Skin-slit smears typically involve the collection of interstitial fluid from ear lobes, elbows, and lesions, etc., and may be applied to non-patients. In contrast, biopsies are typically collected from the lesions of patients, not from uninvolved areas of skin. The collection of biopsies from individuals lacking lesions is
Therefore neither ethically nor practically appropriate.

Surrogate endpoints predictive of response could significantly shorten trials and expedite the adoption of new vaccines. The identification of simple biomarkers as correlates of protection or cure has the potential to provide assays to replace or negate the need for invasive procedures. The relative paucity of publications regarding the response of leprosy patients during treatment has hampered this identification somewhat, although more data are becoming available. Implementation of such simple assays would also make vaccine trials more tractable over larger populations.

Summary

Despite having had a positive effect on leprosy, mass BCG vaccination for the prevention of TB at national levels is often overlooked as an important factor in current leprosy control programs. BCG does not provide complete protection but, by revealing the potential for vaccination, provides a foundation for the development of newer, hopefully more effective vaccines. It is believed that effective immunization will provide a much broader protective window than the estimated two-year protective window provided by chemoprophylaxis alone. Adapting control strategies to provide both chemoprophylaxis for immediate and short-term protection with immunization for longer-term protection has a distinct appeal and could have an immediate impact. Such trials could also provide a gateway for the assessment and, ultimately, the implementation of defined vaccines that are emerging.
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